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HISTORY OF SIGNALLING IN 100 OBJECTS
TRIFFID PTARMIGAN RADIO RELAY

TRIFFID covered a package of communications to support PTARMIGAN, but was used with BRUIN
first. Band 1.225 - 399.875Mhz,
Band 2. 610-960Mhz. Band 3 1350 1850Mhz, a Transmission Alarm &
Control Equipment (TACE), a telephone and a Power Conditioning
Unit. The TACE included Built in
Test Equipment (BITE) that incorporated a Bit Error Rate Test Set
(BERTS). It was a very welcome
improvement on all the previous
BRUIN Radio Relay hence its arrival before PTARMIGAN. Previously different radio relay sets had to
be reserved for special links, like the
C50 link from Bde HQs to the
Commcens. The PTARMIGAN switching unit was now called the trunk node. In the past 1 Div had had
Commcen Charlie and Delta. These were replaced by trunk nodes. Originally there were 3 Nodes within a
Div Sig Regt and there were going to be 32 trunk nodes in the whole system. These numbers varied depending on funding and manpower! However, it was a true area system so that no HQ was tied to a particular dedicated node. You moved to the nearest working switch. This was particularly important to the Single
Channel Radio (SCRA) Central that could connect to a parent Trunk node using UHF or SHF. The Central
then broadcast securely over VHF to the mobile SCRA telephone users - the first mobile telephone. The
photos show the interior of the TRIFFID equipment plus the TACE. The second picture shows the operator
engineering a radio relay link. The third photo shows vehicles with the antennas – Band 1 a skeleton slot
with a radiating element mounted above a reflecting screen. Band 2 and 3 used stacked dipoles (16 full
wave dipoles mounted above a reflecting screen.)The picture was taken in the Balkans where PTARMIGAN was used to support IFOR as shown.

